
beer descriptions - alphabetical by brewery

angry orchard, ny - angry orchard crisp apple, 5.00%
Bright, crisp apple flavor, just like biting into a fresh apple. It is a perfect balance of sweetness and bright acidity 
from culinary apples and dryness of traditional cider making apples, resulting in a complex, yet refreshing 
hard cider. 
anheuser-busch, mo - budweiser, 5.00%
Medium-bodied, flavorful, crisp American-style lager. Brewed with the best barley malt and a blend of premium hop 
varieties, it is an icon of core American values like optimism and celebration. 
anheuser-busch, mo - bud light, 5.00%
Premium aroma hop varieties - American-grown and imported with barley malts and rice.  
ballast point brewing company, ca - bonito, 4.50%
Inspired by a California sunny day. Golden color and soft malt character with a light mouthfeel, subtle hop bite, 
and dry finish.
Black Hog, CT - Granola Brown Ale, 5.50%
Brown Ale brewed with "granola" mix of oatmeal, grains, hops and roasted malts. Smooth and malty with hints of 
chocolate and raisin.
blue moon, co - blue moon belgian white, 5.40%
One of the first Belgian-Style Wheat Ales in the United States, Blue Moon Belgian White is an unfiltered wheat ale 
brewed with Valencia orange peel versus the traditional, more bitter Curacao orange, for a subtle sweetness and 
smooth finish. 
brewmaster jack, ma - ambrewsia ipa, 7.00%
ONE type of hop (citra) and ONE type of malt - a SMASH. Juicy, fruit forward IPA. 
broad brook brewing company, ct - pink dragon wit, 5.00%
We brew our version in the traditional Belgian White style, but we add a bunch of dried hibiscus flowers at the end of 
the boil to give this unique beer its distinctive pink hue. Added carbonation enhances a champagne-like quality which 
creates a very refreshing beverage. 
captain lawrence brewing company, ny - effortless grapefruit, 4.50%
The only "effortless" thing about this beer is how it drinks domestic and imported malts take a backseat to the loads 
of American grown hops that are dumped into the kettle. Dry-hopped for a mouthwatering aroma with mosaic and 
palisade hops. 
cidergeist, oh- bubbles rose cider, 6.20%
A cider made with peach and cranberry juice, for additional pink hue, tartness and juicy fruitiness.
coors brewing company - coors light, 4.20%
First aged (lagered) below freezing to give our beer its crisp taste. Then it's filtered cold so that it gets that 
brilliant bright appearance.
dingle brewing co., ireland - tom crean’s irish lager, 4.30%
Tom Crean's Irish Lager made from simple, natural ingredients including ripe hops, two distinct malted barleys, 
German style lager yeast and crystal clear spring water. Only these ingredients are added and then chill-filtered 
to create a refreshing 100% natural lager. Light on the palate with a rounded, smooth mouth feel and a clean, 
clear finish.
downeast cider house, ma - original blend, 5.10%
OB is made from tom’s freshly pressed local apples, never with concentrate, never using artificial 
flavors/sweeteners. original blend is the way cider should be.
golden road brewing, ca - wolf pup session ipa, 4.50%
Hoppy and refreshing, Wolf Pup is our riff on a Session IPA. Highly drinkable with a wildly aromatic tropical and 
citrus character, it’s the perfect companion to keep on sippin’ for those long, sunny days.
goose island beer co., il - summertime kolsch, 5.10%
The clean and refreshing beer style of Cologne, Germany, quenches summertime thirst. This pale golden ale with a 
lightly fruity aroma is cold-conditioned or lagered after its primary fermentation. More simply, our Summertime uses 
only the finest malts and German hops to create the perfect beer for hot Summer days and warm Summer nights.
greater good imperial brewing company, ma - pulp, 8.00%
We dialed the IPA to 8% ABV and transformed the hop profile to include dominant citrusy and tropical notes with minimal 
bittering notes. A juicy IPA lovers delight with a citrus grove aroma, smooth mouthfeel, and a subtle hazy 
yellow-orange color. Nectar of the hop gods!
group modelo s.a. de c.v., mexico - corona light, 4.20%
A pilsner-style lager with a uniquely refreshing taste. Brewed for outstanding light flavor with a crisp, clean finish. 
It's pleasant fruity-honey aroma and distinctive hop flavor make it a favorite for those seeking a light beer that's
full of flavor. 
harpoon brewery & beer hall, ma - harpoon ipa 4.20%
Our IPA finds harmony in the combination of hops, malt, and yeast so that no single ingredient dominates the drinking 
experience. Floral and citrus hop notes combine with a sturdy malt backbone to impart a clean, fresh finish. 
Our IPA is a crisp, balanced interpretation of this classic style. 
lagunitas, ca - lagunitas ipa, 6.20%
A well-rounded, highly drinkable IPA. A bit of Caramel Malt barley provides the richness that mellows out the twang 
of the hops. 
lagunitas, ca - lagunitas pils, 6.00%
Our only Lager, brewed with loads of imported Saaz hops and a bottom-fermenting yeast strain that leaves it Light 
and Crisp and Easy to Slam, yet full of real flavor and all the things you yearn for. 
lefty‘s brewing company, ma - graham cracker porter, 7.00%
The variety of biscuit and honey malts create the familiar graham cracker aroma and flavor we all know and love.  
This smooth sipping brew leaves you craving s’more! This tasty Graham Cracker Porter was designed by Lefty in 
collaboration with four seasons Wine & Liquors in Hadley Ma. 
lefty‘s brewing company, ma - honey brown ale, 6.00%
We created the perfect beer for their bear, a Honey Brown Ale! Featuring just the right amount of local honey and 
a variety of roasted malts, this easy drinking ale goes down smoothly with a clean and satisfying finish.
lefty‘s brewing company, ma - it’s always something ale, 5.00%
This refreshing Golden Ale starts crisp and finishes clean, leaving you wanting more.  This brew boasts gorgeous 
golden hues in this tasty yet simple ale that satisfies until the last drop. 
leinenkugel’s, wi - summer shandy, 4.20%
Our own unuque take on Franz Kugler's original Munich tavern tradition. Traditional weiss beer with refreshing 
natural lemonade flavor that makes it the perfect summer beer. 
long trail brewing co., vt - green blaze, 6.50%
Guide yourself through the lupulin landscape of pine, resin and tropical fruit hop notes in this trail-worthy IPA. 
magic hat brewing company, vt - #9, 5.10%
An Ale whose mysterious and unusual palate will swirl across your tongue and ask more than it answers. 
Brewed clandestinely and given a name whose meaning is never revealed. A sort of dry, crisp, refreshing, 
not quite pale ale. 
miller brewing co, wi - miller lite, 4.20%
Miller Lite delivers more golden color, hops, aroma and satisfying taste than anyone in would expect in a light beer. 
newburyporn brewing company, ma - plum island belgian white, 5.40%
An unfiltered witbier with hints of citrus & coriander. This partly cloudy unfiltered ale features a slight citrus hint 
complemented by sweet pilsner and wheat malts.
new belgium breing, co - fat tire, 5.20%
English floral hops, subtle malt sweetness and spicy, fruity notes from Belgian yeast make for a balanced yet 
magical combination.
old planters brewing co., ma - crop rotation ipa, 5.60%
Our flagship IPA is all about using the finest hops available while creating a smooth drinking experience. Every 
bottle is filled with distinct aromas and flavors that will always please the palette of any hophead. So as the 
seasons change, you can expect this IPA to be packed with the freshest ingredients we can find. 
peak organic brewing company, ma - the juice, 5.80%
A wicked dry-hopped pale ale. Tangerine and berry notes explode in the aroma, and juicy hop flavors burst on the 
scene at first sip. Brewed with armarillo, citra, simcoe and one of our favorite hops - azacca. 
rhinegeist, oh - mosaic, 5.60%
Dry hopped pale ale with an ebullient grapefruit blossom and mandarin orange bouquet.  
sam adams, ma - sam adams rebel juiced ipa, 6.20%
Swirling with ripe aromas of mango and tropical fruits, this IPA is jam-packed with juicy citrusy hops and mango juice. I
t's as if we took fresh hops and mangos and put them in a juicer. You're left with the refreshing taste of the tropics 
in every sip. 
sam adams, ma - sam adams summer ale, 5.30%
Golden, hazy, and thirst-quenching. This american wheat ale balances bright citrus, Noble hops, and the peppery spice 
of Grains of Paradise for a lively brew that’s perfect on any summer day.
shock top, mo - shock top lemon shandy - 4.20%
Belgian-Style wheat beer brewed with spices and with natural lemonade flavor added.
sierra nevada brewing co - sidecar orange pale ale, 5.30%
This beer has a pop of bright orange flavor that emphasizes the natural citrus-heavy character of Cascade, 
Equinox and Mandarina hops.
swing oil beer company, ma - swing oil ale, 4.90%
Twist on American style Ale. We brew with just a touch of malt sweetness and American sourced hops, having citrus 
and floral notes, to create a craft beer with no bitterness which can be an issue with many ales. 
switchback brewing company, vt- switchback ale, 5.00%
a reddish-amber ale which is particularly well-balanced, allowing for complexity of flavor coupled with an 
unusually smooth and refreshing character. 
thomas hooker brewing company, ct - blonde ale, 4.60%
Smooth flavor with a subtle malt sweetness accented with the delicate aroma of Czech hops. This brilliant gold ale 
is a mellow but flavorful microbrew.
thomas hooker brewing company, ct - fairway ipa, 5.00%
Tee up and crush this easy drinking IPA! We crafted this brew to be the ultimate companion on the links. The abundance 
of CITRA hops drives this brew all the way to the green. It makes any day on or off the course a hole in one.
thomas hooker brewing company, ct - hop meadow ipa, 6.40%
A blend of cascade, centennial and simcoe hops give this beer a citrus aroma and piney finish. Balanced but complex, 
this beer is a refreshing brew
thomas hooker brewing company, ct - watermelon ale, 5.10%
A light and crips Ale has a hint of watermelon essence resulting in a very refreshing thirst quenching brew. Our 
Watermelon Ale is sure to please a variety of palates lending itself to being the perfect summer treat.
the traveler beer co., vt - grapefruit shandy, 4.40%
Deceptively delicious wheat beer made with real grapefruit. It delivers a bright and satisfying citrus aroma and 
flavor, then quickly disappears, leaving you searching for another. 
troegs independent brewing, pa - dreamweaver wheat, 4.80%
At high krausen, a foamy, rocky yeast head crests the sides of the fermenter releasing notes of black pepper 
and spicy clove. Unfiltered and cloudy with yeast, it’s slightly tart and downright refreshing. 
troegs independent brewing, pa - hopback amber ale, 6.00%
Whole flower hops swirl in hot wort coaxing hop oil into aromas of grapefruit pith and pinesap. This bright hop nose
is counterbalanced with malt tones of toffee and caramel.
troegs independent brewing, pa - sunshine pils, 4.50%
Like the rising sun, Sunshine Pils delivers winter, spring, summer and fall. This deceptively complex pilsner is all 
about the tightrope walk of two-row barley, zesty Saaz hops and lager yeast. It’s a go-to when the sun is shining, 
and it makes us happy when skies are gray.
two roads brewing company, ct - no limits, 5.00%
Beautifully cloudy with a generous head of foam, a wonderful fruit aroma and dry finish, our hefeweizen is a 
refreshing version of the classic style with a hint of rye, a touch of spelt and just a little bit more of everything. 
Smoot and complex with hints of clove, spice and banana. 
wachussett brewing company, ma - blueberry ale, 4.50%
Our Blueberry Ale defines the style. The slight aroma of blueberry is balanced by a subtle flavor that gets 
fermented into this delicious wheat ale. It's the perfect, refreshing beer for any season. 
wachussett brewing company, ma - green monsta, 6.10%
An All-American yeast teams up with Cascade, Amarillo and Centennial for a home run of hops in every sip.  
westfield river brewing co., ma - one, 7.80%
ONE type of hop (citra) and ONE type of malt - a SMASH. Juicy, fruit forward IPA. 
white lion brewing company, ma - insane mane, 6.50%
Deep ruby color with a medium body, a rich malty backbone balanced by a smooth hoppiness from the cascade 
and mosaic hops.  
wormtown brewery, ma - be hoppy, 6.50%
Worcester’s take on the left coast IPA, aromatics and big citrus forward flavors come from the copious amount of 
hops we use during our double dry hop and hop back processes.
10 barrel brewing co., or- joe ipa, 6.90%
This IPA was formally known as Sam named after its hops; simcoe, amaarillo and mosaic, but we were told this would 
be a trademark issue with a large craft brewery out of the north-east, so we had to change it. We cycled though a 
bunch of generic names; Bob, Tom, Dick, Dan, Carl, Frank until we finally arrived on the perfect name for this IPA...Joe.


